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Turkey has an area of 296 185 sq mi or 767 120 square kilometers.
The geology is dominated lay Tertiary and post-Tertiary rocks which are
very widespread but extensive outcrops of Mesozoic rocks also occur.
Paleozoic rocks, mainly gneisses, mica schsts and quartzites occur in
the ancient massifs., principally the Istranca massif in Thrace, the Meri
deres massif in western Anatolia and the K'.rshir massif in central Anatolia,
Prospecting for uvan.lum began in Turkey in 1953 and "the Atomic
Energy Raw Materials Division of the Maden Tetkik ve Arama 3nst Ltiisu
(M.T.A.) was founded in 1956. By 1962 a total of l&fo of the whole country
had been covered by aerial radiometric reconnaissance prospecting. Uranium
was discovered at Kasar in western Anatolia in 1961 and several hundred
tons of reserves estimated two years later. Uranium prospecting was
largely recessed from 1963 to 1967. IAEA/UEDP assistance was provided
in 1962-63 and 1965 and between 1974 and 1977 in a detailed exploration
programme in the Kasar area.
r

In the whole country nearly 600 anomalies and occurrences had been
identified by 1963. Several occurrences principally in Western Anatolia
had been assigned a small reserve. A recent official estimate places the
total national reserve at 3150 tonnes uranium in the less than 30 ',?• category of reasonably assured resources. A speculative Potential of between
5-0,000 and 50,000 tonnes uranium is considered to be reasonable.
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INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL GEOGRAPHY

Turkey.- a republic of the Middle East with an area of 296,185
sq.mi. (767,120 sq.Km) comprising 9,063 sq.mi. in Europe (Eastern
-'TBrace) and 287,117 sq.mi.. in As^a (Anatolia) is bounded on the east
by the U.S.S.R. and Iran; on the south by Iraq and Syria and the'Mediterranean sea; on the west Try Greece and Bulge, ria and on the north
"by the Black sea.
Turkey in Europe is separated from Anatolia Toy the straits of
the Bosporus, the Sea of Marmara and the Dardanelles. It is bounded
• on the nertheast by the Black sea and on the southwest by the Aegean
sea.
The islands of Imroz (imbros) and Bozcaada (Tenedos) off the
Dardanelles belong to Turkejrj otherwise the Aegean and the Mediterranean coast line is the boundar}' to a point just south of the mouth of
the Orontes (Asi) river where the frontier with S3*rla begins.
Physlogranhy. Turkey has been described as a bridge between
.. Europe and Asia. Though the western end of the bridge has broken down
toward the Aegean.
Turkey in Europe, a rough triangle with its apex on the Bosporus
has a northern and southern fringe of mountains, the Istranca and Tekirdag ranges, and a central undulating plain through which run the
valleys of the Marits and the Ergene, draining the landward slones of
both highlands.
Asiatic Turkey (Anatolia) is roughly rectangular in outline,
almost three times as long from east to west (about 900 mi.) as from
north to south (about j>00 mi.). Its main features are: (l) a central
plateau extending nearly 500 mi eastward from the latitude of Istanbul;
(2) a mountainous g'rdle encircling the plateau on north west and south
(3) an almost entirely mountainous region which becomes progressively
wilder and more rugged up to the frontiers of the U.S.S.R. and Iran.
The central plateau is elevated to an average 1 eight of 3»000 ft.
above sea level. Most of it is semidesert or steppe with scanty
pasture except where the rivers flow through with strips of fertile 3and
bordering them. There are numerous depressions where mai.shos, shallow
lakes or mud flats have been formed. Some of these are brackish because
of the solubilit3r of "the rocks over which the water has reached them.
The largest of these basins is a salt lake, Tuz'Golu, in the centre of
the plateau about 60 mi. S. of Ankara (Angora). West of Ankara much
of the country i3 rolling upland between 3*500 and 4,500 ft. above sea
level, with a few rounded summits nearly 6,000 ft. high. To the south
and east of the capital is a region of rolling uplands with the remains
of extinct volcanoes and, particularly in the neighbourhood of Kayseri '
(Caesarea Mazaca), lava and ash from them.
The Black sea coast between the Bosporus and the Soviet frontier
is about 750 mi. long and has, throughout most of its length, steep,
broken country near the seaboard. The breadth of the coast land is
less easy to define. There is no clear dividing line between it and
the central plateau in the western part, though to the east the character
changes and there is a sharp divls ion between the high mountain ranges on
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Western Anatolia may be defined as the region west of long. JO
E which comprises the Aegean coastland up to the central plateau. The
coast line is deeply indented and has many natural harbours. The country
bordering the Sea of Marmara is relatively low with streams running north
or south for which the hills around Balikesir are the collecting ground.
The southern edge of the central plateau is followed by the railway from Afyon (Afyon Karahisar) which traces a wide curve southeastward through Konya (Konia) to Ka.'"aaan and then northeast to Kayseri.
Between this line and the sea lie the Taurus mountains. Prom the Dalaman valle3/' on the west to Silifke on the east a bundle of ranges , not
always continuous and sometimes ill-defined,, enclose the Adalia (Antalia)
plain. The main Taurus, an irregular chain to the northeast, dominates
the Seyhan and Ceyhan coastal plains in which lie Mersin and Adana.
Southeastern Turkey may be defined as the belt bounded on the
south by the frontiers with Syria and Iraq, on the east by the frontier
with Iran and on the north by the mountain ranges which form the watershed of the Euphrates and the Tigris. The Euphrates basin, on the west
is an irregular strip through which the river runs between precipitous
. "banks.
East of the Tigris to the Iranian frontier lie the Kurdish mountains
with summits rising to more than 13,000 ft. On the west the country is
wild.; and rivers and their tributaries cut erratically between the crests.
In the centre the ranges end in precipitous cliffs facir gsouthwestward;
further to the east the country is lower and becomes milder to the Iranian frontier.
, . • • . " .
Eastern Turkey north of this region to the Kelkit and Coruh valleys
is largely volcanics with conec rising to 11,000 ft. or more surrounded
by lava fields. Some ranges of nonvolcanic origin vary an otherwise
monotonous landscape. The Murat Su, which rises north of Lake Van, almost
in the shadovr of Mount Ararat, crosses the area from east to west to loin
the Euphrates 250 mi. away. Lake Vany which lies at 5li-|43 ft. above sea
level is about 80 mi. long from east-northeast to west-southwest and about
35 Mi- across at its widest point; it has no outlet. Mount Ararats a
volcanic cone ris'ng to 16.916 ft. Is the loftiest of the Agri Dag group
on the frontier of Soviet Armenia south of Erlvan.
Climate. The structure of Turkey - a centval plateau surrounded
by coastal belts of mountains -- gives regional variations in climate
which generally follow the divisions described above, although local
differences due to latitude, altitude and topography occur. The central
plateau has hot., dry summers and cold winters with rain or snow between
November and May. The eastern part of the plateau is colder than the
western in winter; the summers are cool in the north but hot in the south.
The change in climate in ran Id from the Black sea coastlands to the plateau.
In this region the winters are mild on the coast; the summers are hot and
damp. Fog and mist are frequent throughout the year. Winter temperatures
fall rapidly and rainfall increases from the coast to the mountain heights
inland. In westexn Anatolia the change in altitude from coast to plateau
:
' is less abrupt and the climatic change is more gradual. The summers are
hot and dry; the winters near the coast are mild and damp but become colder
" inland with frost and some Enow. Ra:nfall is moderate (20 - 30 in) on

-3the coast aJid decreases inland. On the southern coastlands the
temperature in v'nter Is moderate; and this is the warmest nart of
Turkey. The summers are hot and.; particularly in the eastern coastal
lowlands, oppressive because of the high humlditv. in the southeastern region the summers are extremely hot but the winters are
milder than on the central plateau. Ea.stern Turkey has wide variations of temperature because of its mountainous character and the
northeastern district (Erzurum-Kars) where snow lies for four months
of the -rear, has the coldest winter in Turkey, The summers are hotter
i.n the south than in the north but re Liable records are scanty for
this region.
Cominunicat :.ons ; Ra'- lv/ays ;Bef ore the constitution of the republic,
Turkey wan badly served by railways but by 1965 there were approximately
6,200 miles of railroads in Turkey.
Hoadt: : In 1954 there was a total of 16,875 miles of all weather
roads In Turkey and man;/ tracks between villages and small towns.
Aviation: The state airlines operate a very extensive network
of inte -na.1 services. Airlines also communicate with many centres In
Europe, Middle East and Asia.
2.

GEOLOGY OF TURKEY BT RELATION TO POTENTIALLY FAVOURABLE
URAHIIM BEARING AREAS

• '
. .-•'

The geology of Turkey s dominated b1- Tertiary and post-Tertiary
rocks which are very widespread but extensive outcrops of Mesoeoic
rocks also occur. Paleozoic rocks, mainly gneisses, mica schists and
quartzites occur in the ancient massifs, principally the Istranca massif
in Thrace, the Mendered massif In western Anatolia and the Kirsehlr
massif in central Anatolia. Other smaller areas of crystalline schists
occur at Uladag (Bursa) Eskisehir, Balikee>r, Ca.nakkale and Kazdag.
The Alpine geosyncloie extending across Europe and Asia through
Turkey Is an Important facto;: in the geology of the. country. In Turkey
this geosyncline was confined between the Arabian block to the south
and the Russian platform to the north. During Alpine folding, two
main wings were formed separated by the vast Anatolian plain. The tv.ro
wings are not clearl^ separated in the west, where a network of secondary
folds interrupted by massifs and depressions extended between them.
Vertical movements (Neogene to Quart eaiary) were more pronounced than
in the border a--eas of the main geosyncline and created fault channels
for the eruption of volcanic rocks. S I E tectonic units, roughly parallel
to the long ax's of the country are recognized. Proceeding from north
to south; these are the Pontides along the Black sea coastal lands, the
Anatolldes, the Intermediate zone covering the Anatolian plateau and
the western areas., the Taurides, the Iranidss and the Border Folds on
the southern land boundary with Syria and Iraq.
Igneous rocks are very important in the geology of Turkev and were
both iniected and expelled during pre-Apline, Alpine and post-Alpine
peri.ods. pre-Alpine rocks have been observed princi oally in the Intermediate zone and are mainly granites and orthos-gneiss, a product of
granite metamorphis. Important examples are the massifs of Moderes
and Kirsehire where the main radioactive anomalies and uranium occurrences

-4are located. Igneous rocks of Alpine age (Jurassic to Eocene) range
from ultra-basic to acid although the latter are rare. Post-Alpine
igneous rocks, closely reMed to faulting (cratogenlc) movements are
also widely distributed in Turkey. They consist of Eocene basaltsv
Oligocene and Miocene andesites, trachyten and rhjrolites and Quarternary basalts.
• • • . . .
Most mineral deposits are independent of the post-Alpine igneous
activity but are closely connected with Kesozoic and Eocene Alpine Intrusions and extrusions. Deposits of ^re-Alpine origin would have
been more or less destryed during the Alpine orogeny.
"3.

PAST EXPLORATION

'

•

. '•

JTrom 1953 up to 1958 the search for nuclear raw materials by the
Geological Institute of Turkey laden Tetkik ve Araaa Enstltus"(M.T.A.)
was carried on by ground field parties only but in 1953 the first aerial
radiometrio survey was started. Since 1950 "the aerial survey methods
have been progressively Imperved and are now very efficient In locating
radioactive ;momalies. After the start of the 'aerial survey the ground
surveys were re-organized so as to be mainly concerned with locating,
checking and following ur> the anomalies discovered from the air.
During
the more recent1 "years' car-borne- s-cint lllometer surveys have been employed
in suitable areas to augment the aerial work. In areas where the aerial
or car-borne surveys have indicated multiple or intense anomalies, the
ground field parties have carried out systematic grid surveys on appropriate scales and have frequestly revealed otheo anomalies which would
not be easily distinguished from the original surveys;.
The attached map of .Turkey (lnlg. Ho. l) shows the area of the
country which has been surveyed for nuclear raw materials by aerial or
ground projection methods up to mid-19t'3» Of the total land area
of 767,120 sqare kilometers, 000,500 or- 78.2$ pf the total have been
surveyed. The remaining area of 166,620 square kilometers are all in
Eastern Turkey where mountainous conditions ajad other difficulties have
made surveys less easy to organize.
In the surveyed area of Western and Central Turkey, the discovery
of radioactive anomalies has been extremely successful as is indicated
by Figure No.l and is a tribute to the efficient organization of the discovery methods employed by M.T.A.
;
Uranium was discovered at Kasar near Koprubasi in Western Turkey in
1961 in Heogene sedimentary formation and several hundred tons of reserves
were estimated two years later. Uranium exploration was largely recessed
from late 1963 until 1965 when it resumed with a staff that was not trained
in modern uranium exploration technology. Foreign training was curtailed
after 1966 and exploration methods were not adequately updated; experience
was limited to the local terrain that was narked by only a few shallow
oxidized deposits.
'Several bl-lateral technical assistance projects wore undertaken
over the years in addad;.v.6in to. ithree Treviously pursued by the International
Atomic Energy Agency.
After several yeare of investigation., including extensive trenching
and drilling, it was recognized by 1972 that Kopurbasi -e^esented a

,
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potontlal uranium district. M.T.A. also recognized that a large area
needed to "be evaluated but that the necessary expertise did not then
exist among the staff. Accordingly, aftex: preliminary discussions a
request for a large-scale technical assistance proiect was made of the
International Atomic Knergy Agency and the Un.ltec1. Nations Development
Programme. This IAEA/UNI)? p-oiect, organized in conjunction with M.T.A.
was initiated in January 1974 and completed in June 1977. An area of
approximately 3 000 km was subjected to intensive exploration utilizing
all modern exploration methods, stream sediment geochemistry, radon and
uranium In water and soil, suface radiometric logging.
In the same period M.T.A. also established their own teams to
carry out detailed exploration in Thrace and In several areas of Central
Anatol la.
4.

URANIUM OCCURHEITCES AITD RESOURCES

The term "radioactive anondy is used in M.T.A. to mean any point
or limited surface area where the recorded radioactivlty is at least
2.5 times the normal background activity of the surrounding host rock
as measured by Geiger counte:. or saintilloneter.
As a result of a report survey, a total of 584 radioactive anomalies have been listed as existing in the 6OOs5OO square kilometers of
eastern and central Turkey surveyed by M.T.A. in the period 1953 to
1963. This figure musts however, be regarded as an approximation be- '
cause Many anomalies are multiple and somewhat difficult to define and
in areas of high density exact numbers are not easy to distinguish.
In terms of host -cock the anomalies were subdivided as follows:I • (a)Plutonic Ingeous Rocks: Forty-four anomalies .• r 7 .5$ of the total
are associated with olutonlc igneous rocks and, of these, 40 are
associated with granites
(b)Volcanic Igneous Rocks: One hundred and forty anomalies of 24.0$
of the total are associated with volcanic irpieous rocks or volcanic
tuffs.
II.

III.

Sedimentary Rocks: Radioactive anomalies occurring in sedimentary
rocks amount to 163 or 28.8$ of the total. The majority of these,
104, are located In Neogene formations. Anomalies are rare In preCretaceous rocks.
Ketamorohic Rocks: The
of the total are found
in Paleozoic gneiss or
the Menderes massif of

greatest number of anomalies, 232 or 39.7$
in inataiaornhic rocks and 175 °f these are
schist in the ancient massifs, particularly
T-Jestern Turkey.

At the end of the national assessment made in 1962-63 the principal occurrences listed were as follows:
IIORTH MEHDEHES MASSIF
I.

Occurrences In Keogene Sediments
The most important occurrences found to date in Turkey, from both
the tonnage and the economic standpoint, are located in loosely consolidated Neogene sedinents., mainly gravels, siltstones, sands and clays
overlying Paleozoic gneiss and schist in the North Menderes massif near
the town of Kopriibasi in the district of Manisa. numerous radioactive
. <

•

•

-6anomalies have been found in the area and a limited number have been
investigated by trenching, drilling and shaft sinking.
T .(a
JL
^ d,
The Kasar deposit is located about '.:; Lx kilometers north of the
small town of Konrubas; in rolling but fairly steeply eroded agricultural
country. The occurrence was discovered by ground prospecting in 1961
which wae being done as part of a follow-up programme to the checking
of aerial anomali.es discovered some distance to the north of Kasa.r.
Since mid-1902 the area has been subjected to intensive trenching, drilling
and shaft sindking.
• •
In 1903 the ore reserves were estimated to "be 800,000 tons at an
average grade of O.O43J& U 7 0o and a content of 36O torn:; U,Og»
I.(b)Arpacl
An anomaly of this name iG located about cix kilometers south of
Kasar and consits of a band of surface radioactivity about 100 metres
in width and 900 metres In extent..
I.(c)Tooalli
Surface radioactivity was discovered in 196I at a location known
as Topalli about five kilometers north-east of Kasar. The radioactivity
extends over a distance of- 1000 metres and appears to follow a lithological
hor zon.
I.(d)Kayran
An anomaly about one kilometer west of Topalli was investigated by
drilling in 1962 and by a small drilling programme In 1963 • The occurrence
is of exactly the same type as at Kasar.
I.(o lEcclrlitas
An occurrence about one and a half kilometer, east of the eastern
boundary of the Kasar occurrence was investigated by trenching and by
seven drill holes during 1962-u3
II.

Other Occurrences
In the north Menderer. massif, radioactive anomalies have also been
found in the Paleozoic gneiss and schist,, and traced to small fissure
veins carrying secondary uranium minerals at the surface.' A few of
these have been trenched to shallow depth but none have bonn found to be
of sufficient importance to warrant further investigation. The only other*
occurrence in the area which has been seriously investigated is located
in a dolomitic limestone earning radioactive phosphorite dykes about 15
kilometres north of Kcoriibac L and near the village of Ragillar.
SOUTH METCDEKES KASSIF

'

•

. .

I.

Occurrences in Paleozoic Gneiss and Schist
A large number of radioactive anomalies were discovered by M.T.A.
in the South Menderes massif in mountainous, wooded country lying to the
south of the Henderes river plain.
. •..
Among the most important were:-"

•

•

•

•

•

•

-7I . fa)Deralrt.e7)e-Cardar
A deposit of hematite and other iron oxides within an enclave
of mica schist l ; e s about 35 kilometres south-west of the town of Aydin:
Associated with the hemat•te there are .rregular masses of slliclfxed
b r e c c a which are radioactive. A drilling programme assessed the content as 45.,000 tone of ore w;.th a grade of 0.11$ U 0g and a content
of 50 tons'u 0g.
I . (b)Kisir-Osniankuyu
The Kisi -Osmankuyu uranium occurrence is located 20 kilometers
south-east of the town of Soke. Concentrations of secondary uranium
minerals occur ;.n narrovr, shallow dipping fissure veins of the siliceouspyrite-pltchblende type in coarse granitic gneiss: It was estimated
from a- drilling and trenching programme that the deposit might contain
8000 tons of ore with an average grade of 0.2% and a content of 20 tons

u3o8.
I. (c)Kar^.cak
The occurrence is a few kilometers north of the town of Milas where
secondary uranium minerals are found for over 40 metres at a gneissschist contact. Mining work was done but the average grade was low.
I.(d)Karacaha:yit
This occurrence is a few kilometers west of Kisor-Osmakuyu and is
of the same contact vein tyoe In schists. A small tonnage of high grade
ore may esist at this occurrence.
I.(e)Kocakovanlik
This is near to Demii-tepe and the quartz breccia is very high grade
but very small in extent.
•
•
.,
II.

Occurrences in Sediments
•
•
.
..;.-..••'
As In the North Hendered Massif there are uranium occurrences in
the loosely consolidated Neogene sediments similar to those of the
Koprubasi area. Two small occurrences with, grades of 0.10$ U^On in
trenches axe known an Ookgedik; and Turgut River Bridge.
OTHER LOCALITIES

/

'

•'

.

In other parts of Turkey there are a few occurrences which have
been prospected., drilled and trenched by K.T.A.
(a) Goncek
This is located on the edge of the North Mcr^deres Massif southwest of the town of Emet.' A fracture zone along a granite-schist contact carries low grade but widespread radioactivity over a 1300 metre
strike length in widths up to 40 metres.
(b) Ahmetcl fKucukkuyu)
This lies on the cost south of Canakhale but the extensive and strong
radioactivity in volcanlcs has been proved to be mainly due to thorium.
(c) Ortasb'ken
This lies about 80 kilometres west of Ankara and the radioactivity
is in a multiple steeply dipping hematitic and limonitic stained fracture
system in white granite. A small tonnage of U,Op may exist. ..•
(d) Karaka:'/a
This is a vein occurrence i.n granite near the town of Sivrihisar
an<$ a very small quantity of uranium may exist.
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1974-1977 Project in Konrubasi Area

.

...

o
The IAEA/UNDP/rfTA project covering 3000 km in the Koprubasi
"
bore a^ea completed the surface prospect ion in great detail. Some
23 additional anomalies we:-e found and considered to be worth following up. Two areas were found w th black uranium mineralization below
the water table - one near Kasar and the other at Ecinlitas.
At Ecinlitas, a strong anomaly of 292 pr>b U in water was
followed up by detailed sampling that developed four zones with
values greater than 40 ppb U. Drilling on the basis of this anomaly
intercepted 5*9 m of mineralised ground grading 0.13^ eU,0o. The ore
is black and unoxidized. It lies below the water table at depths exceeding 60 m. Two other anomalous zones> one 20 m above and the other
approximately 30 m deeper have been intercepted. By mid-March 1977
some 50 holes have been drilled in the area but only three others indicated grades exceeding 0.09$ eU?0o> although many a.e anomalous.
Investigative drilling will continue there beyond the close of the
project,
......
In conclusion the project felt that the original Kasar ore reserve estimate should be modified downwards whereas the Ecinlitas area
may have greater potential.
An official statement by the Turkish Government in 1977 and based
on M.T.A.'s assessment puts the Turkish resources as follows:
Uranium Resources:
Salihli - Koprubasi:

Several sectors in Neogene fluviatile facies

2 000 tons O.O45r£ U 0 Q

' .

500 tons 0.02 % U Og

'

Faklli: In lleogene lacustrine facies
500 tons 0.05 1o U Og

'

•".'•'.

Kacarli: In a very small lleogene basin in gneiss massif
500 tons 0.04 % U,0n
3 o
Sebinkarashisar: In basal conglomerate of Eocene sediments overlying
Paleozoic granite

300 tons 0.04 1o U,0 q
6

y

"

'

.:'

'

"'•

Kuciikkuyu: I n v o l c a n i c ^
300 t o n s 0 . 0 5 1° U O g
•

'

•..•••.

.

.

Reasonably Assured Resources
Estimatel Additional Resources

This

;

30 :$ l b U-5OQ

30 - 50' ft/lb U,Og

4»100
-

s equivalent to 3>15O tonnes uranium.

-

—Q
>

5.

PHESEHT STATUS OF EXPLORATION

It is the intention of M.R.A. to continue and expand uranium
exploration throughout Turkey. The techniques, such as stream sediment geochemistry,, radon and uranium in water sampling and exploration drilling and logging which were imparted to M.T.A. geoIgists during the IAEA/UNDP large scale project will be applied in
many designated favourable areas. For example a substantial programme in Thrace is being carried out employing these techniques.

.,

An overall feasibility study of the uranium resources already
outlined in tho Koprubasl area is being considered with the obiective •
of bringing these deposits Into production in the 193O's.
6.

POTENTIAL FOR EEI-f DISCOVERIES

Turkey i.s one of the countries where it Is difficult to assess
further potential simply because so much work has already been done.
On the one hand, the geology is diverse but with many favourable formations, hundreds of anomalies and occurrences have been located and
a small ore reserve outlined. On the other hand much of the country
has been covered at a reconnaissance level and yet few of the anomalies
have proved to be an.ything more than very minor occurrences o: merely
anomalies.
On balance, it is believed that with the introduction of new
techniques, particularly those for investigating Rub-surface occurrences
greater resources will be proved eventually. The potential should not
be very high, however and a Speculative Potential of between 10.000
and 50,000 tonnes uranium is considered to be reasonable.

Compiled by J. Cameron
IAEA August 1977
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the coast and decreases inland. On the southern coastlands the
temperature in w'nter is moderate; and this is the warmest nart of
Turkey. The summers are hot and.; particularly in the eastern coastal
lowlands, oppressive because of the high humidity. In the southeastern region the summers are extremely hot but the winters are
milder than on the central plateau. Ea.stern Turkey has wide variations of temperature because of its mountainous character and the
northeastern district (Erzurum-Kars) where snow lies for four months
of the year, has the coldest winter in Turkey, The summers are hotter
in the south than in the north but reliable records are scanty for
this region.
.
.
CommunicatIons: Rallways:Before the constitution of the republic,
Turkey wan badly served b'r railways but by 1965 there were approximately
6,200 miles of railroads in Turkey.
Roads; In 1954 there was a total of 16,875 miles of all wcathecroade In Turkey and many tracks between villages and small towns.
Aviation? The state airlines operate a very extensive network
of internal services. Airlines also communicate with many centres In
Europe, Middle East and Asia.
2.

GEOLOGY OF TURKEY IF RELATION TO POTENTIALLY FAVOURABLE
URAMIUI-1 BEARING AREAS

The geology of Turkey Is dominated bir Tertiary and post-Tertiary
rocks which are very widespread but extensive outcrops of J'lesoeoic
,rocks also occur. Paleozoic rocks, mainly gneisses, mica schists and
quartzites^ occur in the ancient massifs, principally the Istranca massif
in Thrace, the Mendere^mass if in western Anatolia and the Kirs eh ir
massif in central Anatolia. Other smaller areas of crystalline schit-t.i
occur at Uladag (Bursa) Sskisehir, Ballkes'r, Canakkale .and Kazdag.
The Alpine geosyncllne extending across Europe and Asia through
Turkey is an Important factor in the geology of the country. In Turkey
this geosyncline was confined between the Arabian block to the south
and the Russian platfora to the north. During Alnine folding, two
main wings were formed separated by the vast Anatolian plain. The two
wings are not clearl" separated in the west.; where a network of secondary
folds interrupted V- massif3 and depressions extended between them.
Vertical movements (Ncogene to Qua/fcetfiary) were more pronounced than
in the border a.eas of the main geos'-Ticline and created fault channels
for the eruption of volcanic rocks. Six tectonic units, roughly ">arallcl
to the long axis of the country are recognised. Proceeding from north
to south, these are the Pontides along the Black sea coastal lands., the
Anatolidesy the Intermediate zone covering the; Anatolian plateau and
the western areas., the Taurldes, the Iranides and the Border Folds on
the southern land boundary with Syr la and Iraq.
^
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Igneous rocks are very important in^the geology of Turkcj-\r and vre:i e
both iniected and expelled during pre-Ap^'ine, Alpine and post-Alpi.no
neriods. Pre-Alpine rocks have been observed principally '.-n the Intermediate zone and arc mainly granites and orthos-gnei/sss a product of
. granite metarnorphisj}'* Im~>o.vtant examples are the massiff: of I: ''' C'' C S
and Kirseh
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are located. Igneous rocks of Alpine age (Jurassic to Eocene) range
from ultra-basic to acid although the l a t t e r are rare. Post-Alpine
igneous rocks, closely relied to .faulting (cratogenlc) movements are
/ also widel]' distributed In Turkey. They consist of Eocene basalts,,
/ Oligocene and Miocene andesites, trachytec: and rhyolltes and Quarternary basa.lt s.
'
' •
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Most mineral deposits are independent of the post-Alpine igneous
activity but are closely connected with i'iesozoic and Eocene Alpine i n trusions and extrusions. Deposits of nre-Alpine origin would have'v
been more or less destryed during the Alpine orogeny.
3..

PAST EXPLORATION

Prom 1953 u'."> to 1953 the search for nuclear raw materials by the
Geological Institute of Turke", Maden Tetkik ve Arama Enstitusit(lvI.T.A.)^
was carried on by ground field parties only_,but in 1953 the first aerial
radiometric survey was started. Since 1953 the aerial survey methods
A have been progressively --•moc'- ved and are now ver-r efficient in locating
radioactive .anomalies. After the start of the aerial survey the ground
surveys were re-organized so as to be mainly concerned with locating^
checking and following UP the anomalies discovered from the a i r .
During
the more recent years car-borne scint lllometer surveys have been empl03^ed
in suitable areas to augment the aerial work. In areas where the aerial
or car-borne surveys have indicated multiple or intense, anomalies, the
ground field parties have carried out systematic grid surveys on appropriate scales and have fi-equertly revealed other anomalies which, would
not be easily distInguished from the original surveys.
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The attached map of Turke^ (Fig. Ho. l) shows the area of the.
country which has been surveyed for nuclear raw materials by aerial or
ground prospection methods up to mid-1963. Of the total land area
of 767"»12O sqare kilometers, 600,500 or 73.2% «£• the total have been
surveyed.. The remaining area of 166,620 square kilometers are a l l in
Eastern Turkey where mountainous conditions and other difficulties have
made surveys less easy to organize.
In the survej'ed area of Western and Central Turkey, the discovery
of radioactive anomalies has been extremely successful as is Indicated
by Figure No.l and is a tribute to the efficient organization.of the discovery methods employed by M.T.A.
Uranium was discovered at Kasar near Kopmbas L in Western Turkcv in
. 1961 in ITeogene sedimentary formation and several hundred tons of reserves
were estimated two years later. Uranium exploration was largely recessed
from late 196jS until 1965 when it resumed with a staff that was not trained
in modern uranium exploration technology; Foreign training was curtr. lied
after i960 and exploration methods were not adequately updated; experience
was limited to the local terrain that was narked by only a few shallow
oxidized deposits.
•fr

Several bi-lateral technical assistance projects were undertaken 'over-the years in ad^-thon; to. "three previously pursued by the International
Atomic Energy Agency.
• . •
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After several year?, of Investigation., Including extensive trenching
and d r i l l i n g , it was recognized by 1972 that XopurbsfV' -e-^esonted a
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